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Abstract
Two boys are drawing lines when they accidentally bump into each other. What if, instead of two separate lines, they make one big one? They do and magic happens. They play with the line, and it's all fun and games until one boy accidentally pulls the other one down. He laughs, making the boy who fell mad. The angered boy yanks the line hard in retaliation. They pull and tug until suddenly the line snaps, creating a rift between them. After a few moments, the boys walk towards the end of the rift and find a way to turn the crack into a path. Friends again, they laugh and play, stronger together.
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Draw the line definition: to know at what point an activity or situation stops being reasonable and starts to be | Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.  draw the line in British English. line1 (sense 51). See full dictionary entry for draw. Collins English Dictionary. Copyright © HarperCollins Publishers. draw the line in British English. to reasonably object (to) or set a limit (on). her father draws the line at her coming in after midnight. See full dictionary entry for line. Collins English Dictionary. "Draw the Line" is a song by American hard rock band Aerosmith. It was written by Steven Tyler and Joe Perry, and was released in 1977 as the first single (and title track) from the album Draw the Line. It peaked at #42 on the Billboard Hot 100. It was included on their album Greatest Hits. The song encompasses many of the typical things Aerosmith is known for, including the strong rhythm backbeat by Tom Hamilton and Joey Kramer, the back-and-forth interplay between guitarists Joe Perry and Brad